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By any measure, 
Professor Andy Pitman 
is a distinguished 
climate scientist – an 

international authority, respected 
by his peers, successful in research 
grants, a hand-picked Federal 
Government advisor and head 
of the new ARC Centre of 
Excellence for Climate System 
Science at UNSW. 

But he is also a liar – an ugly, 
arrogant, stupid, delusional, 
overpaid, green, gravy-train big 
mouth who should be shot. 

At least, that is, according to 
comments last year on the blog 
of Australian climate sceptic 
Joanne Nova after Pitman 
suggested on ABC Radio that 
sceptics were well organised, 
well funded and winning the 
public debate on climate change 
because they were “doing a 
superb job at misinforming and 
miscommunicating” the science. 

Nova responded with vitriol, 
showing a cartoon of Pitman’s 
face grossly contorted and his 
jacket bulging with cash: the 
image was labelled (with no little 
irony) “Professor of Baseless Ad 
Hominem Attacks”. Pitman’s 
supposed salary was published 
incorrectly, along with an itemised 
tally of his research funding going 
back many years, described as 
“$6 million in grants – obviously 
not paid to him personally, but 
paid into accounts he controls”; as 
well, it said, he enjoyed “multiple 
overseas trips with all expenses 
paid, and the odd rock-star-radio 
interview with no hard questions”.

Pitman’s experience is far 
from unique: our best and 
brightest climate scientists are 
being publicly belittled and 
derided by everyone from top-
rating shock jocks to obscure 
and anonymous bloggers; their 
research findings are challenged 

by armies of armchair experts; 
their motives are questioned 
and their participation in public 
debate is portrayed as self-serving 
and driven by greed for research 
grants. Even the alternative Prime 
Minister – Federal Coalition 
Leader Tony Abbott – infamously 
dismissed the “so-called settled 
science of climate change” as 
“absolute crap”.  

Professor Will Steffen, who 
heads the ANU Climate Change 
Institute, has complained the 
level of debate in some cases has 
been “infantile”. As Steffen also 
told Media Watch: “Many of my 
colleagues want to get on with 
their research. They are tired  
of being misrepresented  
or ‘beaten up’ in the media.  
I sense a degree of burnout in  
the scientific community.” 

Pitman is unfazed by such 
treatment: “I have a very, very 
thick skin and the probability of 
climate science being wrong is 
roughly equivalent to evolution 
being wrong.” 

Such is the passion generated 
by the climate change debate 
that scientists aren’t alone in 
this, of course. Consider the 
media treatment meted out to the 
Federal Government’s advisor on 
the issue, Professor Ross Garnaut, 
a distinguished economist and P
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Climate change “sceptics” have been gaining ground in the battle for the hearts and 

minds of the public. is it part of a wider loss of faith in science? Bob Beale reports.
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one of the sharpest policy minds 
Australia has produced in modern 
times. Media reports suggest 
Garnaut’s office has been targeted 
for abusive phone calls and mail, 
and that extra security has been 
needed as a result of death threats. 

When Garnaut recently stated 
that “the overwhelming weight 
of scientific evidence is telling us 
climate change is happening”, 
Radio 2GB’s top-rating Alan 
Jones responded by dismissing 
him as a “galoot”. Jones added: 
“Well of course it’s happening, 
ha, ha, course climate change 
is happening ya dunce, but is 
it being created by man-made 
carbon dioxide emissions? They 
don’t want to face that question.” 

Jones’s assertion, of course, is 
nonsense. For practising climate 
scientists, that question was faced 
and resolved in the affirmative 
long ago: not for ironclad certain 
– scientific findings are always 
open to some degree of revision 
in light of new information – but 
beyond reasonable doubt. Not a 
single national or international 
scientific organisation of any 
standing disputes the planet has 
been warming at an unusually 
fast rate over the past century 
and that most of the warming 
observed since about 1950 is a 
result of human activity. Despite 

all the noise and doubt generated 
by sceptics, there’s no credible 
alternative scientific explanation. 
Likewise, projections for coming 
decades suggest strongly that 
dangerous and disruptive 
warming is going to happen unless 
we all change the way we live.

 

So how did it come to 
this? Certainly the  
science of climate  
change is “an 

inconvenient truth” for some 
powerful vested interests and, 
indeed, for all of us, so it’s no 
surprise that pot shots are being 
taken at the messenger. 

Professor Naomi Oreskes, who 
spoke at UNSW earlier this year, 
has detailed in her book, Merchants 
of Doubt, how some of those firing 
the shots are politically exploiting 
normal scientific uncertainty.  
Intriguingly, they are the same 
people and groups – notably a 
Washington-based think-tank, 
the George C. Marshall Institute 
– that have waged similar doubt 
and disbelief campaigns in the 
past about the risks of tobacco 
smoking, acid rain, the Antarctic 
ozone hole and use of the 
pesticide DDT.

Politics is politics, but why 
have so many ordinary people 
rejected the science and chosen 

instead a “comforting lie” – that 
the research is wrong and we can 
carry on as usual? 

The science, of  course, is highly 
unlikely to be wrong. Indeed, 
the Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change’s (IPCC) 
conclusions and predictions are 
the result of  arguably the most 
thorough and exhaustive peer-
review processes yet undertaken. 
They comprehensively explain the 
observed facts and the multiple lines 
of  evidence and are based on long-
established principles of  physics.  

If anything, the IPCC is open 
to criticism that it has been too 
conservative in its predictions. 

In the lead-up to the 2009 
Copenhagen summit, for 
example, academics from 
the UNSW Climate Change 
Research Centre coordinated the 
“Copenhagen Diagnosis” project 
– a global update by 26 prominent 
researchers of the latest climate 
science published since the 2007 
IPCC report. They concluded 
that several important aspects 
of climate change were already 
occurring at the high end, or even 
beyond, the expectations of just a 
few years earlier: global ice sheets 
were melting faster and Arctic 
sea ice was thinning and melting 
much faster than projected, and 
future sea-level rise was now 

expected to be much higher than 
previously forecast. 

That trend continues, yet  
we now face the conundrum  
that public opposition and 
disbelief have grown and 
hardened even as the science  
has become more certain.  

This is not a phenomenon 
faced only by climate science. 
Researchers in other fields notice 
an upsurge in hostility to science, 
its methods and its practitioners. 
Environmental scientist Professor 
Richard Kingsford, for example, 
says the spill-over from climate 
scepticism is plainly having an 
impact in the public debate he’s 
involved in – the sustainable 
management of water resources. 

“Irrigators are challenging 
the science behind the Murray–
Darling Basin Plan,” says 
Kingsford, who heads UNSW’s 
Australian Wetlands and Rivers 
Centre. “As with climate science, 
they’re questioning the models 
on which the plan is based. I also 
get angry phone calls from people 
telling me I need to get out from 
behind my desk and ‘go out and 
see a real river’.” In fact Kingsford 
has personally studied countless 
rivers and flown annual aerial 
surveys of most of Australia’s 
major wetlands for more than  
25 consecutive years. 

“The probability of climate science being wrong 
is roughly equivalent to evolution being wrong.”
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Professor Andy Pitman … 
the subject of vitriol
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Science is under assault on 
multiple fronts. Creationism still 
actively contests the science of 
evolution (between 1985 and 
2005, the number of US citizens 
who accepted the concept of 
evolution declined from 45 per 
cent to 40 per cent); Scientologists 
have been joined by new 
forces challenging some of the 
foundations of neuroscience and 
psychiatry; alternative medicines 
and practitioners flourish, often 
without a skerrick of genuine 
evidence; anti-vaccination 
groups confront and reject 
immunological science; various 
lobby groups fulminate against 
the genetic modification of foods 
and microbes; and fears about 
nanotechnology even drew Prince 
Charles into the fray, citing 
the potential for horrors like 
thalidomide.   

Certainly some sections of the 
media have shown little interest 
in impartiality or objectivity 
on climate issues. The ABC’s 
efforts to achieve “balance” 
inadvertently led to a distortion 
in many individual reports, 
with sceptics given equal time 
to espouse discredited theories. 
A recent change in ABC policy 
may improve things, with balance 
being pursued in a broader  
overall context.

Others have been ham-fisted. 
Channel Seven’s Sunrise program 
recently pitted Nick Rowley, a 
former UK government climate 
policy advisor, against New 
Zealander Ken Ring to comment 
on the relationship between 
climate change and the major 
Queensland floods. Ring not only 
denies any human role in climate 
change but purports to use 
astrology to predict weather and 
earthquakes. In former times  
he was a clown, magician and 
author of the book Pawmistry: 
How To Read Your Cat’s Paws.

As Pitman told ABC’s Media 
Watch program, taking part in 
such debates is “like asking a 
cardiologist to respond to the well-
known theory that humans do 
not have a heart and cardiologists 
only claim we have a heart so they 
can make lots of money claiming 
to operate on them. This is so 
utterly without foundation that it 
is actually hard to say anything 
but ‘that is stupid’.”

Media historians no doubt will 
also single out the stance taken 
by the national broadsheet, The 
Australian. It has given space in its 
opinion pages to climate science 
dissenters at a level well out of 
proportion to their significance in 
debate among scientists generally.  
A recent peer-reviewed study 

of publication and citation data 
for 1,372 actively publishing, 
climate researchers found 97 per 
cent endorsed the position set 
out by the IPCC. The Australian’s 
news coverage has also played 
down or overlooked important 
developments in climate science 
while giving great emphasis to 
side issues, such as the so-called 
Climategate affair, of little 
consequence to the core science. 

Climategate revolved around 
leaked email records in November 
2009 of British climate researchers 
at the University of East Anglia. 
Sceptic blogs made alarming 
claims of conspiracy and 
corruption of scientific process and 
data, but several inquiries have 
exposed at worst nothing more 
than “some minor grubbiness  
and obstructiveness about 
sharing raw data”, notes UNSW 
philosopher and mathematician 
Professor Jim Franklin. 

Opinion polling in America 
showed people becoming less sure 
that climate scientists believed 
in global warming after 2006, a 
phenomenon also seen in Britain 
and Europe. The reasons for this 
recent trend are complex. But it is 
likely the false dichotomy created by 
the exposure given to the pseudo-
science of  climate “sceptics” has 
been a significant factor.

Perhaps the nature of 
public debate has been 
changed fundamentally 
by the internet. Thanks 

to countless blogs and media sites 
offering readers the chance to 
comment – often anonymously 
– everyone now gets to have  
a say, even if much of it is what  
was once regarded as no better 
than prejudiced or ill-informed 
bar talk. 

Some observers even question 
whether this biased input is 
carefully orchestrated. Web 
commentator Craig Cormick 
warns that the internet – one 
of the most democratic media 
tools – can be hijacked to 
“distort, misinform and distribute 
propaganda”, on public policy 
issues such as climate change  
and the mining tax.

He points to the rise of “sock 
puppetry” (also known as 
astroturfing) – the creation of an 
online identity for purposes of 
deception and to create the sense 
of a “grassroots” movement.

“By creating multiple (online) 
personas, individuals are able  
to have a disproportionate 
influence over discussions,” 
says Cormick who is Online 
Communications Director  
for the Department of Health  
and Ageing.  

fury at the science …  
burning the murray–darling  
Basin authority plan in griffith,  
southern NSw (October 2010)
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“… the evidence for the effectiveness of  
(science) communication is about as strong  
as the evidence linking rainmaking  
ceremonies to the occurrence of rain.”
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He says the ease with which 
domain names can be registered 
and websites built means 
hundreds – if not thousands – of 
email addresses and personas can 
be created. 

“These sock puppets can even 
become well-defined personalities, 
expressing a particular set of views 
across a set of topics, interacting 
with both real people and other 
sock puppets to coordinate 
and amplify particular views 
through Twitter, Facebook, blogs, 
forums and newspaper comment 
columns,” he says.

Perhaps we all simply need time 
to readjust and refine our personal 
and collective opinion filters in 
light of these new realities, to do 
the job that professional news 
organisations do by winnowing 
out the chaff and giving emphasis 
to particular stories and 
authoritative voices.  

But the traffic hasn’t been 
all one way. Witness the recent 
conversion of Dr Bjorn Lomborg, 
the Danish political scientist 
and author of the bestseller The 
Skeptical Environmentalist. For a 
decade, Lomborg was scorned by 
many scientists and feted by many 
sceptics for his steadfast opposition 
– mainly on cost–benefit grounds 
– to the Kyoto Protocol and other 
efforts to reduce carbon emissions. 
He radically changed his tune last 
year when the sums were done 
afresh. As Lomborg told a recent 
Melbourne conference, “global 
warming’s real, it’s man-made, 
it is an important problem, it is 
something we need to fix. So let’s 
get the whole denialist argument 
to rest.” Columnists once happy 
to quote from Lomborg have been 
silent on his about-face.

As well, many scientists and 
scientific bodies have taken the 
offensive and developed websites 
or downloadable documents that 
speak directly to general readers. 
Some have a straight factual 
approach, such as those developed 
by the CSIRO and the Australian 
Academy of Science. Others, such 
as the lively and popular Deltoid 
blog run by UNSW computer 

science lecturer Tim Lambert, 
are feisty participants in the cut 
and thrust. 

Prominent sceptics have also 
come under closer scrutiny. 
Archbishop of Sydney Cardinal 
George Pell, for example, laments 
that the climate debate lacks 
scientific rigour and authority, 
yet he has wrongly asserted that 
nitrogen is a greenhouse gas. 
Australian Bureau of Meteorology 
director, Dr Greg Ayers, says the 
Cardinal’s view that there are 
“good reasons for doubting that 
carbon dioxide causes warmer 
temperatures” was a plain 
contradiction of the core physics.  

Ayers says Pell appeared to 
have been misled by reading the 
bestseller Heaven + Earth: The 
missing science of climate change, 
by Australia’s most prominent 
sceptical scientist, geologist 
Professor Ian Plimer. While Plimer 
achieved considerable commercial 
success and notoriety with the 
book, it was ferociously panned 
by many scientists as error-ridden 
polemic. In one such review, 
UNSW astrophysicist Professor 
Michael Ashley said: “It is not 
‘merely’ atmospheric scientists 
that would have to be wrong for 
Plimer to be right. It would require 
a rewriting of biology, geology, 
physics, oceanography, astronomy 
and statistics.”

While scientists have been 
accused of being on a funding 
gravy-train, independent 
journalist Graham Readfearn 
has also turned the spotlight on 
Plimer’s growing personal wealth 
– about $920,000 in the past two 
years alone, he asserts – from fees 
and share sales related to his “role 
as a director and chairman with 
several mining companies, an 
occupation which he has recently 
expanded. These same energy-
intensive operations are those 
which would be hardest hit under 
any plans to price carbon.” 

But these are skirmishes on the 
flanks of the core puzzle about 
why public doubts about climate 
science have grown even as the 
evidence has piled higher. 

Is it mainly a question of 
how the science is being 
communicated? Most 
people don’t take much 

interest in science, and science 
communication is itself based 
on very little science of its own: 
“When it comes to engaging 
students or the public in science, 
the approach has a scattergun 
texture: the unstated hope that 
some of the shot hits the right 
target,” notes Dr Carol Oliver, a 
science communication specialist 
with the Australian Centre for 

Astrobiology at UNSW. As 
one textbook on the subject 
noted pithily, “... the evidence 
for the effectiveness of (science) 
communication is about as 
strong as the evidence linking 
rainmaking ceremonies to the 
occurrence of rain”.

Certainly many scientists 
are poor or reluctant public 
communicators. Yet science can 
be tough to communicate in plain 
English. “Numbers and units of 
measurement used to convey the 
statistics can also have a major 

You’ve got to laugh … 
Rapping scientists? Comedies about climate change? In the 
bid to be heard above the noise, scientists and entertainers 
are combining forces to produce some rather adventurous 
communication promoting peer-reviewed climate science. 
UNSW climate scientists feature in a rap song called I’m A 
Climate Scientist. Produced for ABCTV’s Hungry Beast, the 
video exploded on YouTube, lit up Twitter, resulted in a hit song 
on iTunes and even made the pages of The Guardian in the UK. 
Meanwhile, Australian comedian Greig Pickhaver (HG Nelson) 
fronts a satirical online show featuring radio and TV personality 
Amanda Keller and Chris Taylor from The Chaser. Called the 
Steaming Toad and produced by UNSWTV, it highlights some 
of the more ludicrous claims being made in the climate change 
debate. It’s also building a Facebook and Twitter following.  
Find it at www.youtube.com/steamingtoad
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“Balance”  
leadS to BiaS
People don’t interpret and react to evidence solely on its quality, 

notes Associate Professor Ben Newell of UNSW’s School of 
Psychology, who studies judgement and decision-making.

A tendency to be swayed by sampling biases, for example, 
can affect memory and judgement processes, says Newell. If we’re 
exposed to opinions from climate change sceptics about 50 per cent  
of the time, we may conclude the science is only 50 per cent certain.

Several studies have found people’s concerns and beliefs about 
global warming also vary according to the seasons or daily weather 
conditions, says Professor Matthew England, co-director of UNSW’s 
Climate Change Research Centre. People feel more concerned on  
hot days and in summer, and less so on cold days and in winter. 

One insight into the puzzle about the public conflict over the 
credibility of scientific data on environmental risks was given last  
year in a little-noticed paper in the leading science journal Nature1 
“Fixing the Communications Failure”, by Dan M. Kahan of Yale 
University’s Law School.  

Kahan’s group studies a psychological concept they call “cultural 
cognition”, which is the influence of group values – relating to 
equality and authority, individualism and community – on risk 
perceptions and related beliefs. The findings strongly suggest your 
moral outlook – not your perceptions of risk or how well educated  
you are – best predict how you react to scientific data.

“People endorse whichever position reinforces their connection  
to others with whom they share important commitments,” says  
ahan. “As a result, public debate about science is strikingly polarised. 
The same groups who disagree on ‘cultural issues’ – abortion, same-
sex marriage and school prayer – also disagree on whether climate 
change is real.”

People tend to interpret new evidence according to these 
predispositions, he says: “As a result, groups with opposing values 
often become more polarised, not less, when exposed to scientifically 
sound information.”

Kahan’s team, for example, supplied a group of people with neutral, 
balanced information about nanotechnology: they immediately 
splintered into highly polarised factions consistent with their existing 
views on other environmental risks, such as nuclear power and 
genetically modified foods.

As a follow-up, they used fictional male experts, whose appearance 
(one in a suit and grey-haired, another denim-shirted and bearded) 
and publication titles were designed to make them look as if they  
had distinct cultural perspectives. The two experts gave arguments 
for and against mandatory cervical cancer vaccination. 

When the expert in the suit argued against mandatory vaccination, 
people who shared his perceived values as an authority figure became 
even more intensely opposed to the idea. When the bearded expert 
defended the vaccine as safe, people with egalitarian values became 
more supportive of it. 

Yet when the researchers swapped the expert-argument pairings, 
people shifted their positions and polarisation disappeared. 

“Like fans at a sporting contest, people deal with evidence  
electively to promote their emotional interest in their group,” says 
Kahan. “On issues ranging from climate change to gun control … 
they take their cue about what they should feel, and hence believe, 
from the cheers and boos of the home crowd.” 

The best way forward for science and for society, then, may be for 
much greater effort to be put into communicating scientific evidence 
in ways that do not threaten cultural values. As Kahan says: “Unlike 
sports fans watching a game, citizens who hold opposing cultural 
outlooks are in fact rooting for the same outcome: the health, safety 
and economic well-being of their society.” 
1. Vol. 463, pp. 296–297

impact on interpretation of the 
severity of the problem,” says 
UNSW psychological scientist, 
Associate Professor Ben Newell. 
“The amount of carbon dioxide in 
the atmosphere seems tiny when it 
is expressed as 0.0384 per cent by 
volume, or 390 parts per million – 
yet if it was collapsed into a single 
layer, it would be a substantial 
eight metres deep.”

There’s growing recognition, 
too, that communication needs to 
target specific audiences. Climate 
sceptics are not a homogeneous 
group – a few see the whole issue 
as part of a global conspiracy; 
others are outright denialists; 
many now accept the reality of 
global warming but not some 
particular aspect of the scientific 
explanation or the wisdom of 
cutting carbon dioxide emissions. 

Politicians are in a bind 
because few of us grasp climate 
science well enough to evaluate 

competing policy proposals.  
As a recent paper in the journal 
Nature Climate Change noted: 
“Without basic scientific 
knowledge, lay people struggle  
to distinguish legitimate 
scepticism, which all sciences 
welcome, from radical scepticism, 
an unwillingness to accept any 
evidence that might disprove  
the claims in question.”  

Jim Franklin, author of What 
Science Knows: and How It Knows 
It, argues that science may not 
be as certain as it often likes to 
assert, and that some scientists 
can be their own worst enemies. 
Yet while science cannot offer 
the certainty many people would 
like on thorny challenges such 
as climate change, he says, “it 
can offer rationally grounded 
probabilities, which are the best 
available foundation for public 
policy”. Short of sacrificing a 
goat, there’s no real alternative. U 

George Pell laments the climate debate lacks 
scientific rigour yet has wrongly asserted that 
nitrogen is a greenhouse gas.




